
tiko has received the “Solar Impulse Efficient Solution” Label, rewarding 
profitable solutions to protect the environment.

Zürich Switzerland, 18th of January 2021 - tiko Energy Solutions AG solution was attributed the “Solar 

Impulse Efficient Solution” Label following an assessment performed by external independent experts 

and based on verified standards. 

It is thereby joining the #1000solutions challenge, an initiative by the Solar Impulse Foundation to 

select solutions that meet high standards in profitability and sustainability and present them to decision-

makers to fast-track their implementation. To receive the “Solar Impulse Efficient Solution” Label, tiko was 

thoroughly assessed by a pool of independent experts according to 5 criteria covering the three main 

topics of Feasibility, Environmental and Profitability. 

All labelled solutions are part of the #1000solutions portfolio that will be presented to decision-makers 

in business and government by Bertrand Piccard, Chairman of the Solar Impulse Foundation. The aim of 

this initiative is to encourage the adoption of more ambitious environmental targets and fast-track the 

implementation of these solutions on a large scale. 

At tiko, we believe that the energy revolution comes from the people, for the people, 
and that a better earth with only be possible if we collectively change the way we consume energy.

Our flexible and modular technology enables innovative solutions for prosumers to maximize their self-consumption, and thus 
their return on investment. Consumers gain insight and control over their energy consumption and increase their comfort. We put 
this unique knowledge at the disposal of our partners, making them leaders of the energy revolution, and helping them to gain an 

innovative image among their customers. tiko is a company from the ENGIE Group.

About the “Solar Impulse Efficient Solution” Label 

One of the first labels for positive impact businesses 

bringing together protection of the environment and 

financial viability, the “Solar Impulse Efficient Solution” 

Label is attributed following an assessment performed 

by external independent experts. In collaboration with 

renowned institutions, solutions applying for the label 

must go through a neutral methodology based on 

verified standards. This label serves as an award for 

clean and profitable solutions.

About the Solar Impulse Foundation

The Solar Impulse Foundation is dedicated to 

accelerating the implementation of clean and 

profitable solutions. Moreover, the Foundation 

is helping decision-makers in businesses and 

governments to achieve their environmental targets 

and adopt more ambitious energy policies, which are 

necessary to pull these solutions to market. A way 

to carry the success of the first solar-powered flight 

around the world further.


